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Senior as a base for the students

Hvem der trykker den xxxxxxxxx
Hjemmeside for denne håndbog xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
The project “Seniors in School” is developed in Sweden, Karlskrona and subsequent implemented in Latvia, Nereta and Denmark, Odense.
The project of SIS has been supported by the EU `s Grundtvig program.
The production and publication of this book is supported by Nordplus Horizontal program.
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Introduction to this handbook
The world is shouting for volunteer seniors

Everybody wants their help and expertise especially now when governments need to cut in
budgets and at the same time many seniors wants something meaningful to do.
We have a good idea, which we have tried in Sweden, Latvia and Denmark.
Our pilot project has shown good results and therefore we want to spread the idea further
out in these three countries and possible further.
The purpose of this handbook is to make it easier to establish “Seniors in school” (SIS)
without having to rely on personal coaching from us.
The handbook is drawn from experiences in different schools in Sweden, Latvia and Denmark.
In Karlskrona in Sweden they have had seniors in the schools for 12 years now.
In the two other countries they have had projects with SIS in three years.
The two project schools are a school in Nereta in Latvia and a school in Paarup in Odense,
Denmark.
One senior said:

The time which you spend together with the children is
worth to live for.
If a senior knows that somebody is waiting for him or
her, that somebody wishes to talk to them and wants to
learn something new, it gives seniors sense of life and
aims them to the school.

The activities with Seniors in School continue in all three countries even after the project is
completed, as a movement of volunteers. And it has been such a success that it is already
spreading to other schools in Karlskrona and Odense.
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In this book we have collected experiences from volunteers in all three countries, therefore
some of the ideas might be useful in one country and not in another and vice versa so implementation need careful scrutinizing of the content and decision in each local community.
But on the other hand we are confident that the concept and the ideas can be used in other
types of institutions, where volunteers can assist, for example: day nursery, old people’s
home, museums, libraries, archives, different kinds of schools (adult education and technical schools) churches and environment movements.

The History of the idea of “Seniors in School”

“Seniors in School” (SIS) began in Sweden in Karlskrona in the year 2000.
It was a teacher from a Swedish Folk high School who took the initiative.
She thought it would be a good idea to mix children and the elderly and non-working persons together.
In Karlskrona one school’s headmaster and the municipality quickly understood the importance of and the opportunities in the idea.
The elderly would be persons who had their own careers behind them. These seniors could
relieve and assist the teacher and support and help children in many ways.
Seniors decided themselves what they wanted to contribute.
The school together with the seniors decided what could be implemented in the classroom.
After a few years many schools asked to get seniors.
In a period of ten years there have been over 250 seniors in nurseries and up to secondary
schools.
One senior says:

When I see the bright eyes of children, I feel vitality and
energy which I wish to give to the children who have
problems in their studies but at the same time they see
the life better and their soul is more emotional.

In 2009 the headmaster of the Swedish Folk high School took contact to a leader of a Folk
high School in Latvia. Together they made an application to The Nordic Council of Ministers asking for funds to a pilot project. The intention was to test the idea in both Latvia and
Denmark.
The council approved
the idea and provided
some funds. It meant
that four persons, a
headmaster and a
teacher from Denmark
and a headmaster and
a teacher from Latvia,
were invited for four
days to visit Sweden
to get inspiration from
“Seniors in School” in
Karlskrona.
After that visit the two
groups went home
to their own country
promising to start SIS
at their own school.
At the same time it was
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a voluntary year in the EU.
So we made a new application, this time to EU`s Grundtvig program.
The idea was that the development in the two new places should take place with inspiration
from each other. Therefore four voluntary seniors from Latvia should visit four voluntary
seniors in Denmark and be together with them in the school for three weeks during their
work and vice versa.
We were lucky to get sufficient funds.
At the same time it meant that we had a good “carrot” getting new seniors to start.
We, a little group of teachers, seniors and administrators from the three countries: Denmark, Sweden and Latvia, got a lot of experience from our senior projects. Therefore we
decided to make this guide, so it can help others who want to start with SIS.

Meeting in Latvia
The target audience of this handbook

The target group for the handbook could be many.
It could be an active person who thinks that the idea is good and would like to make an effort and spread the idea.
That person could be anyone in the society but most likely it would be one from the following categories:
a consultant in the municipality (either related to schools or to senior citizens. )
a teacher
a senior
a school leader
a parent in one of the schools
and even a grandparent as a senior with at grandchild in one of the schools
The book is intended as a guide so that the process of implementation does not ground and
in general to avoid main obstacles in creating SIS in new schools.

One senior says:

To understand the children´s games I had start watching cartoons on TV. Now I know what cartoon heroes
they talk about and play.
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Aim of Seniors in Schools

With Seniors in school, we want:
-- to create meetings between different groups who have different backgrounds and life experiences, between young and old and between school staff and seniors,
-- to discourage alienation between generations and between cultures,
-- to help create a friendly society of caring and solidarity between people and generations,
-- to involve older people in our community as additional resources in kindergartens and
schools, to establish connection between the generations and minimize the barriers between them,
Said by a senior:

Children tell me about their family life`s bright and also
shadow sides. They need seniors to speak to, as we
are not in a hurry, we have time for listening to them,
we let them tell us about their joy and pain, we try to
help them to understand the situation.

-- to take advantage of seniors` skills and life experience of children and of youth activities,
-- to reveal seniors as good role models for children and adults,
-- to have people with community involvement, to be connected to pupils, and thus influence ultimately the question of democracy,
-- to empower people to be beneficial even in retirement,
-- to shape an education that will be meaningful for seniors,
-- to affect seniors wellbeing. In a public health perspective it can be part of the preventive
work to be needed, to be useful, to be involved,
-- to achieve that seniors by communicating their experiences of school and preschool in
society can provide a counterpart to the often negative image portrayed in the media,
-- to give the students an opportunity to experience other people’s attitudes to life than
teachers during the interaction with the seniors and in the talk with them about subjects
such as social, philosophical and political themes,
-- to transfer the knowledge and skills of seniors to the younger generations,
-- to help teachers with their work in class.
-- to let old immigrants be a senior in schools with many immigrants
-- to help the pupils who had started school in a foreign country and who return back from
emigration
In Latvia there was a case illustrating the last bullet. When two junior pupils returned back
to Latvia from emigration. They had started school in Ireland. The children spoke Latvian
but they could not understand the specific terms in mathematics and other subjects. Then
the seniors gave their helping hand to the teachers and the pupils

Purpose

With the above targets all three generations - seniors, teachers and children - benefit from
the project.
The seniors will keep fit through meeting with others in their own age in common activities.
Seniors see and experience new environments, and meet other people; they have an activity
as a replacement for the former job.
Older people may be anxious for young people. Participating in the project might relieve
them from this fear. They might even believe that the young ones are dangerous.
Young people may be reluctant to address and talk to, listen to and take seniors into account.
These prejudices are eliminated through the mutual interaction in the school.
Seniors choose the activities they want to participate in so they do not get into situations of
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stress.
They can provide lessons learned from a long life, which will make them happy passing this
experience on to others.
They are kept active by experience and learn children`s language and settings during lessons.
They are able to help young people and children.
Teachers’ daily lives are busy, many things must be done and with many students in the
class there is not much time for the individual child.
Here the senior can help to support teaching and upbringing.
The children experience older people as calm, with plenty of time and a lifetime of experience.
Seniors know a lot and have ability to assist both big and small in and outside the classroom.
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Preparations before starting SIS
Preliminary preparation when someone wants to start SIS!

It is important that the initiator really feel a need for Seniors in the School (SIS), but the
need can come from different sources.
It can come from teachers who can see the benefit to their teaching, and it can come from
people, politicians, that have heard of the idea and want to have a good school and active
social life for seniors.
It can also come from the central administration of the schools.
Of course, they want the best school in the world.
The initiative to SIS can also come from parents that can see the value for their own children and their class.
Finally, it might come from seniors that want to use their time and energy in useful activities giving them more meaning in their lives.
Heard from a senior:

I make some of the dangerous woodwork on the machines because the pupils are not allowed to use them.

It is important to be creative in the thinking of a senior.
Dependent on the country and the school, a senior can be anyone, not only a former teacher. It can in some cases be unemployed people who cannot find any work at the moment,
housewives who would like to be part of the active society at least for short time, it could
even in some places be young responsible people who for some reason have no job ( possibly in Latvia), people who are handicapped can be helpful too, etc.
There are no age limits, although the setup will depend on the people involved and we here
focus on the real seniors.
It is important to stress that in this type of project seniors participation is completely voluntary.
The compensation they receive is merely symbolic.
The compensation seniors receive in Sweden is that they get invited to lunch, when they eat
together with “their” students, and refreshments along with the teachers.
In addition, they participate in different degrees at parties, trips and other things that are
arranged in the principal area for staff.
The seniors are given free use of the swimming pool once a week.
In case of replacing a teacher the senior shall get paid for his/her work, and is something
completely separated from the project.
As mentioned above there can be many reasons for starting SIS and different ways to implement it.
One teacher says:

It is nice to have a senior. My senior has been working
at the university in a lab earlier, so she is assisting in
science. “

How was Seniors in School (SIS) started in Nereta in Latvia?
A Latvian deputy principal and a teacher were invited to see SIS in function in some schools
in Sweden.
They liked what they saw and wanted it to be implemented in their own school.
They had seen the possibilities and they knew of the need among the students in their
-- 9

Seniors to the first meeting together with teachers in Latvia

school.
In Latvia there had just been an economic crises and a lot of teachers had been dismissed.
So there was a need for help in the schools. But of course it was a thorny issue in that situation.
How was Seniors in School started in Paarup School in Denmark?
A former leader, knew the idea from Sweden, and he took personal contact to a pedagogical
leader at Paarup school and asked if they wanted to try this idea.
He invited the headmaster and the pedagogical leader to Sweden to look at SIS and afterwards he helped implementing the idea in Denmark.
Everybody in the schoolsystem was positive.
Unfortunately it was not so easy to find seniors to start in Denmark
The Danish seniors are often very busy, but when we talked to some seniors in a new Men`s
Club and offered a three- week trip to Latvia, we got response.
Of course, you cannot give this offer in general, but it is to tell you that the beginning could
be the most difficult.
But do not give up.
When you have found the first seniors, the idea will spread more easily.
The procedure for implementation will be different dependent on the culture and country.
Maybe it is difficult to feel a need, if someone do not know the possibility, but parents and
children often say that the teacher has not enough time to assist, that there is a long queue
at the teachers desk or that pupils sometimes are afraid of going out in the break.
It is well known that the teachers are busy in their work.

Who may have objections to the idea?

Unions, Parents? Teachers? School directors? Senior organizations?
It is very important that the initiator thinks strategic and find out who should be approached first.
In some countries the trade union is important ( Sweden and Denmark.)
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Although there are many local considerations it might be a good idea to start talking to the
union in these countries. It is very important that the teachers` union is told very carefully
how the concept is and that it does not take any work from the ordinary teachers but only
helps them.
The teachers are not going to be paid extra for having a senior in the class because it
should be a help not a burden. Inform them that the idea is absolutely voluntarily with no
payment at all.
And if the senior is replacing a teacher, he is going to be paid for his work on normal agreements.
Tell about the intention with SIS . Discuss it with the union.
Afterwards write down a common agreement concerning the Goals. ”Letter of intent”
It is possible to find a template LOI –Letter of Intent in Google.
A “Letter of intent” is a piece of paper which is not binding, but where the partners reconcile
expectations.
It is very important to write down all agreements.
It is also important to inform and have an agreement with the politicians and the administration just from the beginning.
If you want to have some support to the project, it is important to inform and negotiate with
the politicians and the local authorities about conditions and possible economy.
The best will be to have a written agreement with the school authorities. Make a “Letter of
intent”.
In Latvia the schools are more independent and self-supporting than in Denmark and Sweden, so it will normally be the responsibility of the headmaster to decide if they want the
SIS project in the school.
The implementation should continue involving the principal and the teachers.
School directors, principals, should be briefed carefully if they are not in the initiating
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group.
Leaders could be afraid of this idea. New activities can cause trouble!
One school director once said that teachers do not like ideas coming from the top.
Another story from a senior:

A girl trusted me her feelings: ´I do not go along the street when you
come to the school on your bike` I asked: `Why?` She answered: ` I
choose a longer way: through the park`. I tried to guess: ` It`s because you go together with your friend, don`t you?` `No,` she replied.
` My dad and the girl whose mum he lives with now walk along
that road. It`s hard for me to meet them there every morning`. How
true and how strong is such a human child! And what pain they are
sometimes holding inside! It is good that she can talk to a senior. I
feel sorry for her. But now we often talk to each other telling about
our joys and sorrows.

It is better that the idea is fed from teacher to teacher than from principal to teacher.
Problems with the teachers council?
It is very important that the teachers council is told very carefully how the concept is and
that it does not take any work from the ordinary teachers but only helps them in their
classes.
Tell about positive and negative experiences to the council.
In general it would be an advantage if the idea came from a teacher instead of from a leader.
Avoid pressure and manipulation.
Many teachers think it is a good idea, but the teachers are very busy today, so it is important that those who do not like the idea are not forced to take part in the project.
Some teachers do not like to have strangers in their class.
Therefore it is very important to stress during a meeting with the teacher’s council that it is
voluntary if the single teacher wants to take part in
the arrangement.
And the teacher will not get extra time or money for
having a senior in the classroom
Problems with the school board?
In most cases the school board will be positive, but if
the project is not explained carefully, it can give problems.
So unless you have a very reliable advocate in the
board, you should ask permission to attend a meeting
and tell about the project and answer all questions
that might pop up.
Parents can have objections against the idea.
They can be afraid that the seniors can influence
their children in a bad direction.
They can also feel that the senior is a bad substitute
for a real educated teacher.
But if you inform parents with a letter before you
start or by a meeting where the senior is present,
there will normally be no problems.
And the parents should be told that there will be a
screening of the seniors allowed in the project.
There is an example of a letter to parents in the ap-

A pupil together with a senior
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pendix of the handbook page 31.
The children
The children are usually very positive and after some time they are missing the seniors if
they take a day off

Starting the project

Who can best launch the project and be the initiator of SIS when most agreements are in
place?
Preferably the project initiator should be one of the heads of the school, but it is very important that the initiator has some formalized help from a secretary that also has authority to
take decisions on the acting level.
This secretary could be an employed either in the school of the initiating head or in the
municipality or even in another institution. The secretary should be the primary contact
person.
The secretary organizes on behalf of the leader. When the connection to some seniors is
taken, the secretary could organize much of the activities together with an interested senior.
But appoint a coordinator and/or secretary for the project.
It is very important that one or more persons with will, energy and time are chosen. Many
are willing but have no time! It is important that someone has a comprehensive view of the
project and energy to decide if something is not working well.
In Sweden the initiator was the head of a folk high school, later when the project grow, it
went on to the municipality. In Latvia right now it is an engaged and active English teacher
One principal says:

The seniors` activities in our school are inestimable.
They are a great support to the teacher and also a help
and, what is the most important, a reliable friend for
the child. Of course, also the school administration is
obtainers as the seniors are a worthy link in organizing
successful learning-teaching process and out-of-class
activities. And the seniors themselves feel estimated
and necessary.

with support from the school´s leader, who is doing this job. She gets no pay for this job.
In Denmark it was a pedagogical leader, who got time for working with seniors in school.
Now as a pensioner she has got some working hours from the municipality, so she can
spread the idea to other schools in the municipality, Odense.

Recruitment of seniors

Are there willing seniors? How and where do we find them?
How is it best done?
With written pamphlets?
Postcard to give away? Look at the attachment in the back.
Should the pamphlets be given to the teachers in some of the schools?
Or to the seniors in some of the institutions and the clubs?
Talk to the seniors individually in small towns and villages?
Via press and media in big towns?
Or should it be a short introduction at meetings with other purpose?
A possibility could be to go to events in schools when students perform and many grand-- 13

parents participate too, and then give out pamphlets and offer information after the performance. You can also make postcard, which the seniors can spread out among themselves.
Which places should we look for the seniors?
Who should we approach?
The Leaders of senior clubs?
The personal friends? The Priest?
Should there be a public announcement?
There are many possibilities but they are not all equally good. The preferred strategy depends very much upon the contacts of the initiator.
Important notice for being successful
If you are not sure of the possibilities in your area, it might be an advantage to start with a
little group of four- five seniors, who you already know, so you are sure that the project will
be at success from the beginning.
In most cases it will probably be possible to run the project within a single school and after
that you could spread the idea further.
In our project group we have experienced problems recruiting seniors although we know
and have experienced that many are willing.
Especially in Paarup in Denmark it took quite some effort to find the seniors because we did
not have a good local contact with the senior community.
We tried to contact the board of the Dan-age association (the biggest association for seniors in Denmark), but we did not get any valuable response, we were offered to have an
advertisement in their magazine. But that would probably not give any response unless the
advertisement was followed by an article explaining.
We did not get any real commitment from anybody and also we did not like an advertisement at that stage because we wanted to be able to screen the possible seniors very closely
in the start.
Otherwise we could risk bad experiences with some seniors not suitable for the project.
Then we went personally to the center for adult education, because many of their students
were seniors but we did not get any response, at the office they did not know of anybody
likely to be interested.
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Finally we had some success approaching the church; they referred us to the community
center around the church.
They had just formed a men´s club and the pedagogical leader from Paarup School went to
speak to them.
After the talk four men volunteered to take part in our project.
In Nereta/ Latvia they have taken in new methods this year 2012.
They have tried the following to extend the number of seniors:
1) ask the Lutheran pastor and the Catholic priest to announce the offer
2) put an ad in the school webpage
3) put an ad in Nereta webpage
4) ask the previous seniors to talk to the possible new seniors
Above we mentioned the problem with screening the possible suitable seniors.
It is important before recruiting to be very clear of the demands mentioned elsewhere in this
booklet.
Who can be seniors in school? Not everybody!
When you have found the first 4-6 good seniors, who you know a little, you can arrange the
first introductory meeting with them.
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One senior reports:

My first meeting with “my” parents from my class was
when my headmaster called the parents for a meeting
at school. The headmaster gave me ten minutes to talk
about what I am doing as a senior at school. One day
a week I will be in the class. Helping the pupils with
mathematic, reading language (Swedish, English ) etc.
I stay at the schoolyard during their breaks and eat
lunch with them in the canteen. I often participate with
the class in trips outside the school. At last I tell the parents that everything I heard from the pupils stay with
me.

Actual implementation of a new SIS
Example of an introduction meeting, first meeting with seniors in Latvia

The first senior meeting in Nereta Secondary School/Latvia
The method to invite the seniors- volunteers to our school was a face-to-face talk to the possible candidates for the project.
It worked very well: eight seniors expressed their readiness to try taking part in the challenging activity.
22 October, 2009 was the day when we were waiting for the seniors coming to our school.
We also invited a journalist from the regional newspaper to make the event more important.
The teachers who needed seniors` help were present as well.
First of all we told the people about our intentions and the idea to start the project `Seniors
in School` in Nereta school.
We explained the essence of the idea, discussed the pros and cons of it, told them how we
see the process of realisation of the activity.
The seniors were asked to come to school during the following week and visit any class, any
teacher and any lesson they wanted to.
Then they had some days for thinking. If/when the senior candidates decided to take part
in the project, they were invited to come to the school to sign the Oath of keeping silent.
After that the senior had a talk to the teacher, who he had decided to help to.
They discussed how they would cooperate.
In October after the first year, the organizer, a Latvian teacher, had her second introduction
One seniors tells:

There was also a boy in class 1 who cried a lot as he
could not follow the lesson. My task was to calm him
down and help overcome his problems.

meeting with seniors.
After the meeting she tells that they will have one new senior, and that the “old” three seniors will continue their work.
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During the meeting the three leaders of the school talked to the seniors and discussed if
there were some other people, who could be seniors.
The organizers conclusion after the meeting was:
1. It is better if there is a person in the Municipality who is responsible for SIS. They know
the people more and better and they meet them more often than us
2. The handbook should also be distributed in municipalities
3. They will try a new activity. They will put the senior group under the society Four HClub. And then maybe it will be possible to get some money for the senior movement. It
could be one of the ways how to get a “carrot”.

A suggestion to the agenda for a first meeting with seniors in school

The principal presents his/her school structure
One or two teachers talks about how kids can be in their daily life in preschool / school.
A special education teacher participates and describes their work with the children she
meets, and the problems children can have in their learning.
Use the DVD (attachment at the back) and show how seniors are working in schools.
Then let the seniors tell about themselves and their lives.
Explain how you will use seniors at your school in praxis.
Let the seniors write down what hobbies and interests they have and what subjects they
would like to take part in.
Remember a Coffee break for small talk.

Another senior says:

In class 1 there was a pupil who had difficulties with
reading and behaving as well. My senior`s task was to
sit beside him and help and support him during lessons.
Till the Christmas he had learned all the letters in the
ABC but till the Easter he could already read separate
syllables and words. The teacher appreciated my work
and she was sure that without a senior`s help she
would not be able to teach the boy reading.

Make an appointment for the next meeting one or two weeks later.
At this second meeting the seniors should be shown around the school.
One or two pupils will do that in school time.
Maybe the seniors also can take part in a lesson.
It could be a good idea to make an excursion for seniors, teachers and leaders to existing
SIS-projects, if it is possible.

Meeting number 2

The seniors are shown around the school/preschool. One or two pupils can do this.
Maybe the seniors can take part in one lesson at the school.
After going around the school you have a meeting, where the seniors tell about their impression of the school today.
The contact person /organizer tell about (You can Use the paper from Sweden back in this
book):
The role of seniors in relation to teachers and children.
It is very important to stress the position: It is the teacher who is a “leader” for his children’s group.
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One of our seniors describes this as: “seniors should go one step diagonally behind the
teacher. It is always the teacher who is the leader in the classroom.” Seniors will be in class
to support and assist the children and the teacher.
Confidentiality must be absolute, what a senior hears from students stays with the senior.
You must give the seniors examples and detailed information about this. As attachment we
have made a paper about the Secrecy Act. It can be used for the seniors to sign if you feel
that it is necessary with at written consent to the act.
A follow up on the background of presumptive seniors, penalty for crime is not acceptable.
You might even need a certificate of good conduct from the police. (look page 32)
If something goes wrong, the headmaster or organizer is the first instance who is informed
A third senior says:

One seniors says: ” I go to the school once a week.
On Wednesdays I attend three lessons: mathematics,
Latvian and nature study. Sometimes the teacher asks
me to come some other day. I have gone with them on
their school trips.”

and who decides how to cope with the problem.
The senior should have the teacher’s, the principal’s and the secretary’s telephone number.
If the senior is ill or otherwise absent, then he has to inform the teacher.
The teacher/coordinator informs the senior about the changes in the time-table.
Tell about the plan for the situation of sick teacher and substitute teacher.
Name-cards are very important. The Seniors receive a name badge with their name and text
SENIOR. Which the Senior always wear, so parents and employed that they are a part of
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the school
Discuss some desirable `carrots`. For example, give the seniors free lunch at school where
the students and teachers can get lunch from the canteen and eat in common. It could also
be free coffee, excursions, camps, Christmas dinner,...
It is important the the seniors are integrated as part of the school and not just some strangers sitting in a corner. An extreme example is that a senior dies, then of course it is menA senior says:

I have to tell that I am very satisfied with my senior`s
role and I feel myself younger being among the pupils
and the teachers. This is my relaxation day from my
work on farm. I invite all known pensioners to become
seniors – volunteers at their schools.

tioned and a minute of silence in the class is observed and the school flag is put on halfmast.
After that meeting we ask if the senior wants to help at the school and they sign a paper
with the rule of secrecy (page 35 ).
You will then give seniors a wishing list (page 37 ), which is a list setting out the types of activity, lessons they want to be in, which age of children they want to work with, how many
hours they are willing to participate and what they would most like to do as a senior
Then you will give the seniors a sprudellist (page 36 ), which is a list of what they are
“bursting” of (what they are good at, in what they are interesting).
Preferably they fill out preliminary lists after the meeting, preferably together with the coordinator or someone who knows about the needs and possibilities.
The lists are submitted to the principals at the second meeting or shortly afterwards, to give
them a picture of the knowledge, experience and the interests of seniors.
That can be helpful so that seniors will be in the right place in the school.
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Now it is getting serious

First day as a volunteer

Before starting in the classroom either the teacher or the coordinator sends a letter to the
parents of the class with some information about the project and the involved senior, or
they invite the senior to a class meeting together with the parents.
Of course the children also had to be informed before the senior starts in the classroom.
Then on the day where the senior starts, the teacher brings the senior to the leader of the
school to welcome the senior. (If there is time).
Preferably the teacher and the senior have a short meeting together with thoroughly information before they go to class. The senior carry his name badge.
In the class the teacher make a presentation and get a friendly welcome.
Statement from a senior:

Wednesday I went to physics lessons. The teacher of
physics had already prepared a plan for me. During
the laboratory lessons I helped the students with their
experiments.

What are seniors doing in school?

It will be good to produce a list of what Seniors can do and what they really have done so it
can be shown to the seniors and teachers:
1. Take part in every day lessons.
2. Being out in the schoolyard during free time for pupils
3. Talking to students that are angry, in bad mood or alone or talking about other
problems that a pupil can have.
4. Make agreements with the teacher to assist pupils in different topics such as reading
with them, practice mathematics etc.
-- 20

5.
6.
7.
8.

May be help small groups with preparation after official schooltime.
Others assist in the lending at the library, help in crafts lessons or needlework.
Eat lunch with the pupils in the canteen.
A senior can go around in the city or neighborhood together with the pupils and the
teacher and tell informally the history of the city.
9. Take part and participate in different trips outside the school.
10. In one school the senior was Father Christmas, and every autumn he led his bear
grow, so he could be a real Father Christmas.
Seniors work in schools varies. The actual function can vary much.
Some point out that they “only” are there to assist and support children and teacher and
step in where needed.
Others describe that they listen to children when they read, question homework, helps with
the breaks, assist when the kids have “own work” in Swedish and mathematics.
Other duties may be to support pupils who have difficulties in subjects or in other respects.
It can vary greatly based on the skills and interests of each single senior.

How long time is the seniors in school
The amount of time each single senior is involved varies from a few hours a week till two
full days a week or more.
Each single senior decides the extent of their involvement.
They shall try to fulfill the time schedule they have agreed upon and inform the teacher
whenever they are prevented because of other activities.
It is important especially for some children who would otherwise wait in vain.
Several of our seniors have grandchildren who sometimes need attention and care.
This could mean that a senior must take a break in his participation as a senior in school.
Of course, our seniors have the freedom to do breaks for several reasons; to see their grandchildren, go on vacation or taking care of other things that life offers. Some seniors also
have “time –out” for a period.
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Rules in connection with seniors in Sweden.
In Sweden they have
had seniors in 12 years
so they have developed
a concept about their
actions around Seniors
in School. Part of the
concept is to advertise
in the local newspapers
every time they run a two
weeks course for interested seniors. Normally 2820 seniors attend such a
course. They get information about the school of
today and the demands
to all involved persons
in the school. They have
speeches of both school
leaders and teachers. The
seniors are told about
the Official Secrets Act
and other important regulations. During the course they also attend excursions to different
schools and institutions to see the different possibilities. After that they normally have to
choose what they would like to work with.
This course also give the SIS-organizers a possibility to look at the behavior of the seniors
and if necessary recognize seniors not suitable for SIS for some reason.
After the seniors have started working as volunteers they meet each other to get a possibility to tell each other about their experiences in the school. These meeting are of much value
to everybody.
If there is more than one senior in a school they soon form their own little network which
also gives them a valuable possibility to exchange experiences. These valuables are given
to the SIS-organizers and form a basis for further development in a big municipality like
Karlskrona. When you start in a new school in a new country this basis might be weak and
therefore it will be advisable to start just a small group to collect experience.
During the following years you will make your own experiences, but below we have decided
to give some of the more important information about rules and praxis done in Sweden.

1. Policy and practice

The requirement for those who want to be seniors in school is to participate in an introductory course/ or meetings to get knowledge and information, which provides help to understand the organization which the senior shall work in.
Seniors should know the values that kindergartens and schools are covered by.
During the introductory course and at the reunions, we deal with various questions and
discussions to clarify what it means.
During the introductory course, we give considerable scope for information and discussion
on the secrecy, and at each reunion we remind the seniors about it.
We want it to be absolutely clear that senior citizens should never talk about individual
children or families.
We ensure that senior citizens are in agreement with the requirements of notification applicable to our school system and what it means for them.
They must tell the relevant teacher or head teacher if they hear or see something that may
mean that a child is ill or in any way should need special attention and care.
We do our utmost to get only adequate persons A person who wants to become senior in the
school must provide extracts from the criminal records ( brottsregister).
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We are providing senior citizens with name tags that also have the word SENIOR pressure.
It should always be worn in visibility for parents, children, staff and visitors.
It is important that the parents know about seniors in school. The teachers must inform
about seniors in school and give out a leaflet/letter, which is specifically aimed at parents.
Our desire is that senior citizens have a contact person in school, someone who can answer
questions, discuss problems, to be the link to the head, contact with in case of absence, etc.

2. Nonprofits

Senior citizens participation is entirely voluntary.
In case the senior is replacing a teacher, he is going to be paid after the normal tariff.

3. It has to be funny

Senior citizens decide how much time they have to share and decide, in consultation with
relevant staff, when she/he will come.
Senior citizens must feel that they participate in something they want to.
Their tasks in preschool and school vary.
Others are there to help and support for children and for the teacher and to step in where
needed.
Other seniors describe their listening to the children when they read, questioning homework, are on breaks or help in crafts lessons.
It can vary greatly based on their own skills and interests.

4. The teacher is the leader

During the course, as well as in the reunions, we discuss the role of senior citizens in relation to teachers and children. It is the teacher who is the “leader” for the class.
The senior should be support and assist the children and the teacher.

One danish senior says:

Characteristics that we should request from a Senior in School (SIS)
Attitudes towards the school:
Loyalty:
Your behavior and manner fall back to the school. Be positive, when you speak
about the school. Be positive, when you speak about the school, also when you
are outside the school. Be proud of your job as SENIOR IN SCHOOL.
Responsible:
Use your own judgment. Establish respect towards you and your school – and
do everything to keep the respect intact.
Personal appearance:
We are well groomed and not exaggerated in our dressing and look, so we do
not have an offensive effect to others in our appearance. Our look shall not send
political or religious signals.
Manner:
A bad or insufficient answer is no answer. Answer only questions, if you KNOW
– and not when you only believe. Show openness and understanding about
making mistakes. Everybodyine, if it is constructive. The conduct between
teacher and pupil should be characterized by friendliness and obligingness.
Pupil/teacher contact:
Conversation: Don’t talk TO the teacher/pupil – speak WITH the teacher/pupil. Speak intelligibly. Show your interest for the pupil’s problems and answer
polite.
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Incentives

Preferably there should be some kind of appreciation of the work done by the seniors.
But how much?
And what kind?
It will be different from school to school and from country to country?
It is important to have a constant opinion of this question. It need not be very costly, often
it is more valuable that the teacher and school show their satisfaction in word and mimic.
Seniors` effort is voluntary.
No compensation will be paid for work or travel, but it sure is very much appreciated if you
are able to offer lunch and snacks for seniors who are in place at these times when the others are eating.

Economy		

You should try to find out about money early in the process.
Where should the small amount of money to the project come from?
Should it be school budget or a new account from the local authorities? Or funds?
Together with the school administration or local community administration you should decide how much money (or resources) is needed?
There can be many problems in connection with economy even if it often is only small
amounts.
Normally there is no money for those things.
But if you can manage to get a sum of money for small needs, when you are making the
agreements with the school authorities, it will make your life much easier.
Remember also to mention in negotiations that you need a room when you have your meetings and courses with the seniors.
Time is money, and you offer the school help, so it is reasonable if the authorities support
small needs.
Maybe somebody in the municipality or among the local business people will sponsor something to the project.

List of possible expenses

It is very important to consider as early as possible if there is a need for money from the local community administration, the school or funds.
The cost in connection with the project can be covered either by free working time or by
money from different sources.
Often it is easier for public institutions to give free time or other kind of service than giving
money
The same for private persons: they are often willing to work voluntarily instead of giving
money.
A preliminary list of activities needing resources (should be corrected accordingly to local
circumstances):

Expenses during the preparation of the project SIS

Project manager in the local administration of schools (worktime)
Secretary for the project (worktime, fixed schedule each week)
Course co-ordinator (volunteer from school or pensioner)
Speakers to courses/meetings (employees or volunteers from different groups in schools or
local administration, pensioners or other lecturers that are willing to speak free of charge in
a course/meeting in the local society)
Lunch and coffee during the courses (coffee can sometimes be free at the place of the
course,
lunch often need money from somewhere, but should preferably not be paid by the seniors
themselves if others have possibility to get some lunch prepared at the school)
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Classroom for the courses should preferably be free but it is important to ask beforehand
and book early.
Transport to study visits during the course (private cars? school bus? Possible expenses to
petrol)
Transport from home to the course is often paid by the seniors themselves.
In Latvia the seniors would be happy to have a refund for the petrol they have used for going to the school by their own car.

Expenses when the seniors are working

Project manager in the local administration of schools (worktime) (used to administration of
follow-up meetings and possible social gatherings)
Secretary for the project (worktime, fixed schedule each week or flexible!)

Cost in connection with meetings

These meetings can be anything from schoolparties and other social gatherings till lunch
and or coffee during the work in schools (often free for the seniors)
Activities given free as a “carrot” (such as use of swim pool and gym and fitness hall, remember to ask when you are planning the project)
Generally a guide to decide expenses could be that the conditions for the seniors should be
as close to the conditions for teachers as possible.

Insurance

The seniors should be part of the insurance scheme (accident insurance) for the employed
people in the schools and it should be remembered every time the commune is negotiates
the insurance.
The public liability insurance (accidents causing damage - material or if children are injured) are the responsibility of the senior like other visitors at the school.
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Follow up

What makes a senior stay for a long time?
Do not forget to show your appreciation in words and/or benefits of different kinds to the
engaged seniors to make them stay and to make them feel good.
It is important that the seniors feel well and that they get the possibility to discuss their
experiences in the classes with the other seniors.
That will create a community between the seniors that make them come back continually
the following years.
Some of the meetings should be together with the coordinator so that the seniors also feel
part of the community of the whole school and at the same time have a possibility to give

Senior plays with the pupils
feedback to be used by the coordinator.
Another important issue is the “chair at lunchtime” .
There must be place for the seniors so that they do feel comfortable in the teachers room.

Publicity

Somebody should arrange for articles in the local newspapers about the work of the seniors
to get the local community interested in their work
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Dissemination of the idea

Visit other schools together with at senior and tell about the idea. Let the senior tell stories
from the daily school life.
Speak to people you know- mouth to ear- about the idea.
Show some video clips and give out some brochures and postcards.
In Latvia the idea was also disseminated in the following ways:
-- An international seminar (Latvia, Germany) in Riga `Volunteers and Volunteering in
Latvia` on 23.02.2011 organised by Latvian Association of Samaritan
-- A conference in Riga `Ageing of society- challenges and possibilities` on 23. 03. 2012 organised by the Ministry of Welfare of Latvia
-- The first forum of seniors from the Baltic countries, Germany and Russia `Enjoy the
life`on 28 09.2012. in Riga organised by the Alliance of the active seniors of Riga
-- Our experience shows that the best result is gained if a senior disseminates the idea
among other retired people. The phenomenon gets a snowball effect: more and more people get interested in the movement.
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Templates of papers to give ideas
Frontpage of brochure karlskrona Sweden
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To be senior in School is voluntary work

-The seniors are nice and play with us during
breaktime
-He helps us reading
-I think it is nice that he is here, because he
is kind and helpful and at the same time he is
calm

Statements from students

Statements from Head of Paarup school
-They are not teachers but a supplementary
resource
-We are not dependant of them but they assist
the teachers and relieve them from some work
-They are a good supplement to the teaching
-They are an extra wipped cream on the cake

Demands to the seniors
The requirement for those who want to be
Senior in school is to participate in introduction
to get knowledge and information, which provides helps to understand the organization which
the senior shall work in.
During the introduction and at the reunions, we
take in different ways up questions and discussions to clarify what it means.
We want it to be absolutely clear that senior citizens should not talk about individual children
or families in a way that may be detrimental to
anyone.
All professions are welcome, no need to be a
former teacher

What can a senior do in school?
Take part in lessons.
Being out in the schoolyard during breaks
Talking to pupils when they are in bad mood or
alone.
The teacher make agreements so the senior assist students in different topics such as reading
with them, practice mathematics etc.
Eat lunch with the pupils in the canteen.
A senior can go around in the city or regionh
together with the pupils and the teacher and tell
informally the history of the city.
Take part and participate in different trips outside the school.
They can even be Santa Clauds.

Paarup Skole, Odense
Tlf.: (+45)63 75 21 00 E-mail: paarup-skole.
buf@odense.dk
Grete Kragh SIS-coordinator 61657030
gretekragh@gmail.com
Lis Nielsen SIS project-initiator lis.hazel.nielsen@skolekom.dk
se håndbogen på hjemmesiden xxxxx

The idea of seniors in schools is drawn from
experience in schools in Sweden, Latvia and
Denmark.
In Karlskrona in Sweden they have had seniors
in the schools for 12 years. In the other two
countries they have had SIS in just two or three
years. (Pårup in Odense Denmark and Nereta in
Latvia).
We want to extend the idea so more seniors and
schools would like to engage in semilar projects.
If you are interested after reading this, please
contact one of the following persons.

Seniors in Schools

With Seniors in schools, we want:
• to create meetings between different
groups, between young and old and
between school staff and seniors, who
have different backgrounds and life
experiences,
• to help create a friendly society of caring and solidarity between people and
generations,
• to involve older people in our community as additional resources in kindergartens and schools
• to reveal seniors as good role models
for children and adults,
• to affect seniors wellbeing. In a public
health perspective it can be part of the
preventative work to be needed, to be
useful, to be involved,
• to give the students an opportunity to
experience other people’s attitudes to
life than teachers
• to transfer the knowledge and skills of
seniors to the younger generations,
• to assist teachers with their work in
class
All is done on a voluntery basis, with no

Why be a Senior in the school?

Networking among seniors
The seniors are happy participating in a
network among themselves discussing
their experiences in school. In the school
they have meetings together with the organizer each 6th week.

that everything was in order,and she was
all right. Next time I came to the school, I
got a positive response for my action.

One senior gives the following story:
I ride to Pårup School, and one morning,
I meet one of the students from one of my
classes, she had tumbled on her bicycle
and had some abrasions on the knees and
hands, and she was sobbing.
I said that it was good that she wore her
helmet, and that it was luck that she had
not broken neither arms or legs. I had just
a napkin, so we could clean off the worst
blood, and hold the napkin at the point
where it bled the most. I could feel that
she was
more calm, because we could walk and
talk, and I made sure that she came down
to the schools relief-room.
Some hours later she came and told me

salery to the seniors, at the most coverige
of expenses.

Another senior tells:
Mainly I took part in the practice of the
folk-dance groups. I helped the junior
dancers to learn the new dance steps. I
remember a case when I asked a little girl
to help her partner to learn polka movements and I promised a surprise gift to
both of them. It worked and in the concert
they danced very well. The children were
surprised by themselves. And they were
happy just like me who had helped the
dance teacher at least a little bit.

A teacher tells about her experiance:
Each wednesday I have the a senior attending in two lessons in physics/chemistry. Before she became a pensioneer she
was working in Syddansk university in a
laboratory. Therefore it is perfect to have
her assisting in this class. It is nice to
have a senior because there are many students in the class and they alle want help
with their experiments.
The senior helps with all pratical matters,
so I can contrate on my job, teaching the
students.

Seniors in front of the school

INFORMATION FOR PARENTS ABOUT SENIORS
IN SCHOOL
Seniors in School (SIS) started in 2000 and is collaboration between the Folkuniversitetet
and
Karlskrona and Ronneby municipalities.
The purpose of the activity is to provide children and young people the opportunity for meet
ings with more adults, while the knowledge and skills that older people have, be seized.
The efforts of seniors are completely voluntary and are carried out without any compensation. The drive is based on the belief that meetings between young and older people create
the conditions to counter the alienation and disengagement between the groups in our
society.
Today there are more than 125 active seniors in Karlskrona preschools and schools.
Anyone who wants to be senior in school participates in a week of mandatory induction
train
mg
Senior citizens, duties vary, and are governed by the children and staff’s needs and desires.
Seniors are not and should not be teachers but are an extra resource, such as can be read
with individual children, practice multiplication tables, help with the lending library, join
the breaks, help in handicrafts, support and motivate students, who have difficulty in any
subject, etc..
The evaluations we have done and the feedback we received from children and young people,
from staff and from parents shows that senior citizens, efforts are appreciated and provides
a valuable additional resource in the preschool and school activities for the benefit of the
chil dren.
WE WANT TO INVOLVE MORE.
Our aim is to involve many more people to stand as Seniors in school. We would therefore
ask you to think through if you know someone who might be interested and willing to do
something for our children and young people. Do whatever you can to help us with this.
The challenge as a senior is both fun and stimulating, sparkling- it can all now active seniors collectively attest
Contact any of the undersigned if you have any you would suggest that to engage in senior
school. Most active is retired - but we are happy to welcome the young who want to set up.
We also like to hear from you if you have any comments or suggestions to seniors in school
Sincerely
Anita Ottosson
Bam- och ungdomsfdrvaltningen
anita.ottosson(a)karlskrona.se
Elsmari Furuvall
Folkuniversitetet
Karl-Erik Olsson
Utbildningsforvaltningen
karl-erik.olsson0’)karlskrona.se
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SENIORS READY TO START
We have now completed our latest course for seniors in school. We have as usual been
helped by the headmasters and staff in various activities. Everyone has done a great job
that has been appreciated very much. It has made seniors more enthusiastic and they are
now very keen to start as senior in schooL
The next step now is to “place” the seniors and we have done so according their own wishes.
Interested headmasters have been informed via email in purpose to be able to connect with
the seniors as quickly as possible.
By experience we know that the initial reception is very important, and that the headmaster is paving the way for the senior to feel welcome. It can for example be useful if someone
comes and meets the seniors at the first visit.
It is important that teachers know about and are beneficial to seniors and that they know
that seniors participating are based on involvement of children and adolescents. They give
us their time and share life experience and knowledge.
We request an extract from criminal record for seniors. This must submit to the president.
Following, we want to send to you, and the seniors are also aware that we provide this information:
• We equip the senior with name tags that also have the word SENIOR printed.
• The senior will come to you the day/the days you have agreed. If they are unable to come
they should communicate this to the school. You shall make an agreement about who
should be the contact person for seniors at school
• Seniors should not be used as a replacement for teachers. Seniors perform tasks assigned
to
them in concert and by agreement between teachers and senior citizens.
• Incase of replacing a teacher the senior shall get paid for his/her work.
• Seniors participation is entirely voluntary. No compensation will be paid for the work effort or travel, but we hope you have the opportunity to bid on lunch and coffee for seniors
is in place at these events. In addition, the possibility of a weekly free swim at any of our
facilities.
You should establish some sort of “agreement” with the seniors. What can be included in it
is:
The days and times they will come to you, what to do, who they have as a contactperson,
how they do if they want to quit etc.
We will have continuous re-collections of seniors when we either have someone who prefers
something interesting, make visits or discussing something that seems set mode.
Seniors have a “sprudellista”. It is a list of what they enjoy doing and that can give you a
picture
of the knowledge they have and that can be used in the business. You also get their “wish
list.”
You are of course welcome to take contact with us if you have any questions, or if there is
something you need to talk about.
Good luck!
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Wow of silence
As a senior in school, I can come to gain insight into childrens and
Families´ lives and personal relationships.
I promise that I will keep my vow of silence on the above-mentioned
conditions.
At the slightest doubt, I will discuss this with the appropriate teacher or headmaster.
I have read the above and undertake to keep my vow of silence, both
during my time as a senior at the school and after I have left my job.

Place and date

Signature

Name
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Sprudellist
List of things I like to do, things I enjoy to do:

Name:
Tel.nr
Date:
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Wishing list

I would like to assist in the following lessons:

I would like to participate in the following hours of the week:

I would like to help with the following subjects/activities:

Name:
Tel.:
Date:
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Stories from seniors
I have worked in school all my life and I know that forming and development of a personality is a complicated and long process in which the external influences and the inner powers
being in a constant interaction are changing their roles according to the level of the development of the person. Our main task is to promote the development of a person.
I was extremely glad when I got an invitation to join the seniors` movement> Now i could
exchange my knowledge and skills with the younger colleagues.
Mainly I took part in the practice of the folk-dance groups. I helped the junior dancers to
learn the new dance steps. I remember a case when I asked a little girl to help her partner
to learn polka movements and I promised a surprise gift to both of them. It worked and in
the concert they danced very well. The children were surprised by themselves. And they
were happy just like me who had helped the dance teacher at least a little bit.
As a senior and a friend I also went to the Song and Dance Festival to Riga with the school
dance group.
If the teachers asked for my help, I also took part in lessons. Sometimes I helped a girl of
class 8 with her mathematics tasks.
I am very happy that I am involved in the school staff again and I do not have to spend my
years in loneliness now. And at least a little bit I can be useful for my school.
I think nowadays children are cleverer and braver than before. We can learn a lot from
them. The mutual relationships make me richer and give me feeling that I am still necessary for them.
This year I continue to help the dance teacher with her classes 1-3.

Ausma Burka

This is already the fourth year I have been in the seniors` movement in the school. I help
teacher Natālija Grīnvalde with her class 3. I started when they were class 1. It was the
teacher who chose me to be a senior in her class.
I go to the school once a week. On Wednesdays I attend three lessons: mathematics, Latvian and nature study. Sometimes the teacher asks me to come some other day. I have gone
with them on their school trips.
The teacher decides which pupil needs my help. I help them in reading and arithmetic.
I help a shy pupil to be braver. It is interesting to help the pupils in their role plays during the lesson. In nature study lessons they like that I also put down the names of fruits,
vegetables and plants. Then we compare our answers. Sometimes the teacher suddenly
asks me the multiplication table. . Then all the pupils become silent waiting for my answer.
During the breaks we play different games. There is a picture exhibition on the wall of the
classroom. We discuss them. In the spring we together measure with a ruler the growing plants in the pots on the window-sill. In the autumn we dry the acorns which later are
taken to the wood for the animals living there. To understand the children`s games I had to
start watching cartoons on TV. Now I know what cartoon heroes they talk about and play.
Being a senior gives me a chance to spend my life at least one day a week differently. I consider that the best seniors in school are the previous teachers. They can offer much more
help.

Austra Lazdāne

My name is Dainis Ilgmars Naburgs. I was born in 1937. As a senior volunteer at school
(Neretas Janis Jaunsudrabins Secondary School) I began to work in the autumn of 2009.
This school I call “my school” because I finished it in 1956. I like to be in the school among
the teachers and pupils. I have worked as teacher for more than 10 years in a small country
school. So I rather well know all the problems connected with teachers and pupils’ work/
activities at school. That is the main reason why I became a senior at school.
I visit my school only once a week. This year it is Thursday.
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I have attended Mathematics, Latvian and English lessons in classes 5, 7 and 8. This year
I mainly work with the pupils from class 6 and sometimes in class 8. During the lessons I
help some pupils to be attentive, to listen to their teachers, to understand the tasks given
by their teachers, etc. My relations with the pupils and the teachers are very positive and I
am glad to help them in their not so easy work. Speaking about class 6, all its pupils want
to be with me at the lessons. They are friendly and open with their problems. I usually work
only with 1-3 pupils who have some difficulties to perceive the learning material given by
the teacher at the lesson.
I have to tell that I am very satisfied with my senior`s role and I feel myself younger being
among the pupils and the teachers. This is my relaxation day from my work on farm. I invite the all known pensioners to become seniors – volunteers at their schools.

Dainis Ilgmars Nāburgs

I have been visiting the junior classes of Neretas Jāna Jaunsudarbiņa vidusskola for a few
years. Here the pupils need help in developing their reading and everyday speech skills,
solving mathematics tasks, and doing their individual activities. As exactly the individual
work and listening skills are very important in this level, I try to do my best to follow the
teacher`s instructions. Working with pupils I try to understand, support and help them.
Pupils are different that is why it is necessary to find the right approach to them. There are
also pupils who need that somebody listens to them, talks to them and understands them.
Children tell me about their family life`s bright and also shadow sides. They need seniors
to speak to as we are not in a hurry, we have time for listening to them, we let them tell us
about their joy and pain, we try to help them to understand the situation.
Some examples. Once I gave some sweets to a pupil. He took them and immediately hid
them into his pocket saying: `I will bring them to my mum and the little sister. My mum
works very hard all the day. She even decided to work some extra hours so that we had
everything we need. If we have these sweets, maybe my mum will not have work longer next
day.` ( I know that his mum works in a saw mill. Her work is to heap up the planks).
Another story. A girl trusted me her feelings:` I do not go along the street you come to the
school on your bike.` I asked: `Why?` She answered: ` I choose a longer way: through the
park`. I tried to guess: ` It`s because you go together with your friend, don`t you?` `No,` she
replied. ` My dad and the girl whose mum he lives with now walk along that road. It`s hard
for me to meet them there every morning`. How true and how strong is such a human child!
And what pain they are sometimes holding inside! It is good that she can talk to a senior. I
feel sorry for her. But now we often talk to each other telling about our joys and sorrows.
And one more story. There were two brothers who always were telling me about their cows,
dogs, cats and garden. One day one of them says:` No, you don`t understand anything!
That`s why when Sunday comes, take your bike and come to our farm. Then you will see
everything by yourself.`
The time which you spend together with the children is worth to live for. If a senior knows
that somebody is waiting for him or her , that somebody wishes to talk to them and wants
to learn something new, it gives seniors sense of life and aims them to the school.
I consider that the seniors` movement is extremely good and necessary. Here relations
among the generations are created. The seniors do not feel rejected. They are happy that
somebody is waiting for them. The teachers and the pupils talk to us, involve us into their
class and school life.
It is very pleasant to meet young, intelligent, sympathetic and infinitely patient teachers.
Thanks to the seniors the pupils remember or understand their grandparents and the old
neighbours.
I am very thankful to all people who involve seniors into such activities.

Janīna Mazjāne
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I started my senior`s activities in Neretas Jāņa Jaunsudrabiņa vidusskola in September,
2010. Every Wednesday I went to physics lessons. The teacher of physics had already prepared a plan for me. During the laboratory lessons I helped the students with their experiments.
I also helped the pupils who have some slight mental problems. I helped them with their
tasks in physics. I found the easiest ways how to explain them the difficult tasks.
Sometimes I helped the teacher to prepare for the practical work in the next lesson.
Since school-year 2011/2012 I help in 4H club activities. I do it twice a week and after the
lessons. I also help the members of the club to do their mathematics homework. I like when
the children are happy for their success.

Laima Bajinska

The senior`s time in school was a good solution for me when suddenly I lost my workplace
in a small country school as it was closed. I had worked there as a teacher of history and
social studies, I had been a school librarian and a class teacher. I had been a leader of 4H
club there. Then I got an invitation to take part in the seniors` movement in Neretas Jāna
Jaunsudrabiņa vidusskola. I had finished this school years ago and I knew some teachers there. I decided to be a senior in the junior classes. I knew nothing about the teaching
methods on this level and I thought it would help me to be a good senior there.
The impressions from this time? I entered an intelligent society again. No grey everyday routine. From the pupils` side I felt trust, friendship and necessity for a grown-up`s support.
They needed help and interest in their joys and sorrows and learning process.
At the beginning I introduced myself in all the junior classes so that the pupils would know
and accept me. I worked in all the classes there but most of all my help was necessary
in class 1. The first semester is the most difficult for them as they have to be adapted in
school after kindergarten. School seems an unknown world for the little humans and they
are afraid of it. Some children can control and accommodate themselves to the new life. But
some children become nervous. They try to protect them by hitting the others. Here seniors
can help a lot.
In class 1 there was a pupil who had difficulties with reading and behaving as well. My
senior`s task was to sit beside him and help and support him during lessons. Till the
Christmas he had learned all the letters in the ABC but till the Easter he could already read
separate syllables and words. The teacher appreciated my work and she was sure that without a senior`s help she would not be able to teach the boy reading.
There was also a boy in class 1 who cried a lot as he could not follow the lesson. My task
was to calm him down and help overcome his problems.
I understood that seniors are very necessary for school. It was proved by different situations during the project. I felt that pupils were eager to be beside me during the breaks.
They were telling me their problems and sometimes they just needed someone who embrace
them. It was very touching.
I felt at home in the school. I forgot that once I had been a teacher. Now I was a helper and
a support both for the pupils and the teachers. This relationship was the best result gained
during that project.

Lidija Ozoliņa

I have been a senior since this school-year. School has always been my heart calling. When
I see the bright eyes of children, I feel vitality and energy which I wish to give to the children who have problems in their studies but at the same time they see the life better and
their soul is more emotional.
I am a friend and the good dwarf for Inguna who learns in class 6. When we saw each other
for the first time, I felt a spark and understanding between us.
During the Latvian lessons we correct the mistakes in her dictation. We pronounce the
wrong words together to hear the long sounds. It was Inguna who suggested to write a
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poem, which was the task given by the teacher, in the following way: every line starts with
a definite letter. I helped her and the poem was ready. Inguna was so happy that she asked
the teacher for a permission to read her poem to the classmates. I had succeeded in encouraging Inguna! Perhaps it is only a small drop in the sea of the good work but in such a way
we, seniors, can give wings to somebody for the further flight of life.
Monika Pavloviča

It has been good to work in woodwork and help and be together with the pupils.
It is exciting to see how the school is working today.
I help the pupils solving the exercises.
I make some of the dangerous work on the machines because the pupils are not allowed to
use them.

Henning Reeh Andersen senior in Denmark

When we have exercises in gymnastic I have pupils that have difficult making them so I had
to learn them separately. I succeed with most pupils because I had the necessary time to
help. The limit was moved by showing them the exercise again and again, so they could see
how to do. “OH Jørgen show us again”

Jørgen

From the beginning, when I started as SIS, I decided to meet the students 10 min. before the
bell rings
for the next lesson.
I try to feel the atmosphere among the pupils, and do my best – being a part of
the moment – and I wish I can give them a good start of the day/week.
Example 1:
One morning I entered the classroom, I at once saw, that one of my students from one of
my classes, Josephine is very sad. She is sitting on her seat with her eyes filled with tears.
At once I cross through the classroom, sitting me next to her, asking, if I can be of any assistance.
She tells me, that she yesterday had got a gift, some nice ear rings, and that she has lost
one of the earrings, perhaps when she was biking to the school, perhaps in the area in the
school, perhaps in the class room.
I suggest her, that we can inform her classmates, and ask them to look at their seats, if
they have seen an ear ring. We agree going through the classroom too, and afterwards going through the corridors from the entrance to the school and through the corridors to the
classroom.
I can feel that it brings her in a good mood, with the hope of finding the ear rings. But we
dont find the earrings. Josephine and I make a deal, that I will bike the way from the school
to her home. She is very pleased that I will do that.
We agreed upon, that she should tell her parents, that we had tried to find the ear ring, but
I had to inform her, that I did not find it on my way home.
She told me, that she was happy that I gave her assistance, but then she smiled and said:
Its only a thing.
Example 2:
I ride to Paarup School, and one morning, I meet one of the students from one of my classes, Karoline, she had tumbled on her bicycle and had some abrasions on the knees and
hands, and she was sobbing.
I said that it was good that she wore her helmet, and that it was luck that she had not broken neither arms nor legs. I had just a napkin, so we could clean off the worst blood, and
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hold the napkin at the point where it bled the most. I could feel that she was more calm,
because we could walk and talk, and I made sure that she came down to the schools reliefroom. Some hours later she came and told me that everything was in order, and she was all
right. Next time I came to the school, I got a positive response for my action.
Example 3:
There are mornings, when I come to the classes, where the students just need to tell me,
that they have been quarrelling with their mother or father, and I distinctly feel, that the
pupils have not released the conflict at home.
It can be situations, when they shall emty the laundry machine and hang the cloth on a
string, emty an automatic dishwasher or lots of other doings. If they speak their mind, its
difficult to have the time, before they are send to school.
Then I take the time to listen, the time to talk to them, asking a lot of questions, without
coming to a dicision as to the conflict. I feel it brings them in a good mood, because I spend
time having conversation – time to listen to the students.
And I think its fantastic, when the mood and joy has returned to the student, in the following lessons in sports.

Jørgen – senior - Paarup School – in sports/athletics/gymnastic.

It is a very positive experience to meet the respect from the teachers and to participate in
the planning of the education
An example:
We often meet at the teachers staff room and plan typical for 6 weeks ahead. We have the
classes 6x and 6y with 50 students all together. The students are devided into 3 groups
where the two teachers and I take each of these 3 groups. We have each group 2 times in
these 6 weeks. One teacher might teach American Football, the other running and I might
teach different excersises on mat to strengen different muscles in back and front.
I have made my excersises myself and they are approved by the teachers.

A senior from Denmark

I am happy to be able to make a diffence even I am a pensioner. I am happy every time I
leave for the work.
I feel the good cooperation between the teacher and the pupils, and it is cosy to work with
them. All the seniors also enjoy the company from the other seniors and it is important that
we can give each other good ideas.

A female senior from Denmark

Invitation to participate in the male club in Pårup School
On Pårup School teachers have an annual ”mens trip” - where they have intercourse outside
school, and in their spare time. In 2012 male seniors were invited.
Typically, they meet in Odense in one of billiard places, where they make a billiard tournament,
where all play against all. There is fun, and a good sense of humor, spiced with some good
beer.
All seasoned with ”applause” for the winning couple - I was playing with the physical education teacher Morten, with whom I work, and we won the tournament, so Morten could
hardly wait to get to school on Mondays.
Subsequently, we booked a table at the restaurant
It was very enjoyable to get a little more familiar with the other teachers at the school,
which means that we seniors are an integral part of TEAM Paarup SCHOOL. It makes me
proud.
It was very enjoyable to get a little more familiar with the other teachers at the school,
which means that we seniors are an integral part of TEAM Paarup SCHOOL. It makes me
proud.
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What have you gained being a senior in Pårup?
I feel that it keeps me going, I have more energy, surplus and pleasure when I’m with students, I am really happy when I get constructive / positive response from both teachers and
students in my competences
I get insight into the thoughts of students by showing up 10 minutes before the module
starts, here I have the opportunity to turn ”a bad morning for a student” into something
positive, by understanding his/her situation or just listen.
I’m really proud that I’m SENIOR in Paarup SCHOOL, and contributes to talk about it in
many circles, like my mans club, the senior club at work, and i have met with the pastor
in Pårup parish - which has resultet in an article in the church magazine, delivered to all
citizens in the pastoratet.
At the same time, I feel that I fulfill the requirements that should be made to me as a senior
in school, about loyalty, responsibility, personal appearance,
behavior and conversations with students and teachers.
Being part of a community on a voluntary basis, provide a good network that can be used
in many other contexts.
Being respected by teachers and participate in the organization of the program for the next
period, is wildly positive.
Meeting students after school with a ”hi there Nanna” in the center, on the running paths,
on the bike on the way to the city or at the stadium, the camping, at the cottage It is priceless AND LOVELY when they echoes ”Hey JØRGEN”.

Statement from teachers and leaders
Story from a teacher
Every Wednesday in two lessons with physics / chemistry I get help from Jette, which
is part of Seniors in education. When Jette was active working on the labor market, she
worked on syddansk university, so she’s used to being in a laboratory. Therefore, it is obvious that she helps in the teaching of physics / chemistry, where we often make experiments.
It’s great to have Jette with me, not only because she knows a laboratory, but when there
are more and more pupils in the classes and students want help to this and that, it is nice
with a teaching assistant.
Jette helps with all the practical things, like giving out papers to the students, finding
things, put up an experiment properly - and then I can concentrate on teaching students in
the subject.
Senior Janīna is a great assistant of the teacher. She comes to school once a week- on
Wednesdays. During the lessons she helps the children who need some support. Janīna
helps them to develop their reading skills. The senior also gives the teacher some practical
help- cuts the material necessary for the lesson. In the school Christmas party she helped
the children with their masks and looked after their behaviour during the concert. Janīna
was together with the class on the school trip. We visited a museum, enjoyed ourselves in
the bowling hall and watched a performance `Silver skates` in the National theatre in Riga.
The senior was happy not only to help the teacher but also to see the mentioned things by
herself.
Janīna gives us a very good help and support, she is very diligent. I, as a teacher, appreciate her wish to help the teachers and the pupils.

Daira Osīte Teacher of class 4
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Of course, the seniors` help is necessary for both: the pupils and the teacher. I will tell
about their work in class 6a during the lessons of Latvian. Thursday when the seniors arrive is a very special day for us. When I ask the pupils who would like to work together with
senior Dainis, all the pupils are willing. Dainis works individually with some pupils in my
laboratory. They are the ones who need some support in learning or who are lazy, or who
have got their behaviour problems . Senior Dainis is flexible, understanding, tolerant and
he sees immediately what he can do to help a pupil. He has helped the pupils to prepare for
writing dictations and tests, he helps them to understand the rules of the tasks making the
pupils to read them several times. Together with the senior the pupils read stories aloud,
answer the questions about the text, discuss what moral they see in the given text. If necessary, Dainis tells them his life experience.
There is a girl in class 6a whose name in Ingūna. Senior Monika has decided to help her.
During the lessons she sits beside Ingūna and helps her to understand tasks. They read
texts individually. The girl feels very happy about the help she gets from Monika. The senior is very proud about it. Monika is always smiling, kind-hearted and flexible. When she
comes to me, she starts with the question: `How is my Ingūna?` Working individually with
separate pupils, the seniors help the teacher to keep the rhythm of the lesson and it means
that the other pupils in the class who are quicker in understanding the tasks are not bored.

Egija Apiņa Teacher of Latvian

I think the senior movement must be supported. Practical help to the children with bad
learning skills and behaviour problems is highly appreciated. It trains individual pupils
to pay more attention to the learning process, to cooperate with the senior as an adviser,
to improve one`s skills and to instil positive attitude towards intellectual work as well. The
seniors on their turn have got a possibility to use their knowledge, to cooperate with school
and to be among the pupils of nowadays.

Ieva Jankovska Teacher of English

Administration
The seniors` activities in our school are inestimable. They are a great support to the teacher
and also a help and, what is the most important, a reliable friend for the child. Of course,
also the school administration are obtainers as the seniors are a worthy link in organizing
successful learning-teaching process and out-of-class activities. And the seniors themselves
feel estimated and necessary.

Laima Grebska Principal

The seniors` project has given us a chance to involve the retired people into school`s life
as the assistants of the teachers. Thus the knowledge, skills and life experience of the older
people have been used here. The seniors are always welcome to school and it is a pleasure
to watch how the seniors come into the school and are ready for work. They are amazing,
rich of experience and intelligent people.
The seniors do individual work with the pupils who have got some difficulties in one or
more subjects and the teachers during their lessons and individual consultations with
the pupil have not reached the desired result. The pupils and the teachers appreciate this
cooperation as the pupils get the entire attention from the senior and in an atmosphere of
peaceful and mutual confidence they improve their knowledge and skills.
The project makes the seniors to feel needed also after the active work life. The project is a
possibility for seniors to find new friends both among the seniors and the school staff.
We thank the seniors for their readiness and help in the right moment.

Viktorija Trukša Deputy principal
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One must be a senior to realize how important and necessary they are for both the children
and the teachers. Our seniors are modern pensioners with rich and interesting life and
work experience and they are generous to share it with others. In school not only pupils but
also the seniors get to know something new, widen their outlook and learn. They are interested in the world and they themselves are interesting to the pupils.

Aija Kalnāre organizer of out-of-class activities

Pupils
Every Wednesday Mrs Austra comes to us. She is very nice and lovely. We often play games
together and learn. I wish Mrs Austra visited us more often.

Santa, class 3

Every Wednesday Mrs Austra comes to us. She plays games with us. And sometimes she
treats us with some sweets. She helps me in my studies. Mrs Austra is kind-hearted,
friendly and smiling. I wish Mrs Austra came to us every day.

Marta, class 3.

I like to work together with senior Dainis as he explains me everything. Then I understand
the subject better and he is nice. My parents know that senior Dainis helps me.

Linda, class 6
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